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Abstract
Subcycling, or the use of different timesteps at different nodes, can be an effective way of improving the computa-
tional efficiency of explicit transient dynamic structural solutions. The method that has been most widely adopted uses a
nodal partition, extending the central difference method, in which small timestep updates are performed interpolating
on the displacement at neighbouring large timestep nodes. This approach leads to narrow bands of unstable timesteps
or ‘‘statistical stability’’. It also can be in error due to lack of momentum conservation on the timestep interface. The
author has previously proposed energy conserving algorithms that avoid the first problem of statistical stability.
However, these sacrifice accuracy to achieve stability. An approach to conserve momentum on an element interface by
adding partial velocities is considered here. Applied to extend the central difference method, this approach is simple, and
has accuracy advantages. The method can be programmed by summing impulses of internal forces, evaluated using
local element timesteps, in order to predict a velocity change at a node. However, it is still only statistically stable, so an
adaptive timestep size is needed to monitor accuracy and to be adjusted if necessary. By replacing the central difference
method with the explicit generalized alpha method, it is possible to gain stability by dissipating the high frequency
response that leads to stability problems. However, coding the algorithm is less elegant, as the response depends on
previous partial accelerations. Extension to implicit integration, is shown to be impractical due to the neglect of remote
effects of internal forces acting across a timestep interface.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Subcycling is the use of different timestep sizes to integrate different degrees of freedom in a model. This
results in a spatial adaption of timestep size, as opposed to the more common temporal adaptivity. Its use
arises naturally in finite element modelling of interface problems, where there are strikingly different time
constants or natural frequencies either side of the interface modelled, such as in structural/acoustic inter-
action. Subcycling has also been used with explicit integration of structural dynamics where there is no
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interface, to circumvent the need for a very small timestep size at every node, dictated by some small or stiff
elements. The simplest situation that can be considered is that of a major timestep, which is a multiple of a
minor timestep. A partition between timesteps can take either the form of a nodal or element partition.
Extension of the central difference method with an accurate nodal partition, in which the large timestep
node is held at constant mid-point velocity, was considered, along with other less-effective options, in
Belytschko et al. [1]. This algorithm is discussed further, with examples of its use in Neal and Belytschko [2].
Daniel [3] showed that this algorithm is in fact not stable in a classical sense, in the absence of any energy
dissipation. Narrow timestep ranges are unstable, due to the nonlinearity of switching between the whole
model updated once per major cycle, and the small timestep zone updated in minor cycles. As the model
size increases, these unstable timestep ranges become extremely narrow, such that unstable states are very
unlikely to be encountered. This situation has been labelled ‘‘statistical stability’’. The Belytschko et al.
algorithm also has a second problem of possible inaccuracy due to a lack of momentum conservation at a
timestep interface. This can occur due to the large timestep update only sampling the state at neighbouring
small timestep nodes once per major cycle. This problem will be discussed further later. These problems are
shared by related algorithms which use a nodal interface and update the large timestep side first, such as
that due to Tamma and DCosta [4].
Other algorithms for structural dynamics have been published, such as the constant acceleration algo-
rithm of Belytschko and Lu [5], which is proved in Ref. [6] to be unstable, and a modified version of this
algorithm, by Daniel [7], devised to avoid this problem, which is statistically stable.
Smolinski [8,9] and Daniel [10,11] have proposed energy conserving algorithms that achieve stable multi-
timestep extensions of the central difference method, avoiding the statistical stability problem, but not the
momentum conservation problem. The algorithms in Refs. [9] and [11] make use of mid-point estimation on
either side of a nodal interface, in a leap-frog fashion. This can be accurate in an elastic case, but can
sacrifice accuracy to achieve stability, if the material at the timestep interface does not deform elastically.
Recently, Gravouil [12,13] has presented a relatively complicated method of subcycling the implicit or
explicit Newmark algorithm using Lagrange multipliers to enforce an appropriate constraint on an element
interface. Gravouils timestep interface can be proved to be stable, but dissipative. The dissipation in the
timestep interface is quite significant, especially in an implicit case.
The present paper presents an alternative approach to subcycling structural dynamics problems, using an
element interface, that takes account of the impulse each subcycle acting on the timestep interface in
making the major timestep update there. Partial accelerations and velocities are found at nodes on a
timestep interface from the sub-problems with a free timestep interface, using differing element timesteps,
then partial velocities are added. The approach is similar to that adopted by Smolinski [17] to subcycling
first order diffusion problems. The partial velocity approach is first applied to the central difference method,
where it leads to an elegant and accurate algorithm without dissipation in the timestep interface, that is still
only statistically stable, but possesses a higher probability of stability than the Belytschko, Yen, Mullen
algorithm. By limiting the timestep change at nodes of any one element to a factor of two, and assigning
timesteps cautiously, a timestep limit minimizing such statistical stability problems can be set. Extension of
this approach to the explicit version of the generalized alpha algorithm is then considered. The high fre-
quency energy dissipation of this algorithm is found to convert the statistical chance of instability, into a
statistical chance of inaccuracy, due to damped, but spurious oscillation. A key assumption of the ap-
proach, is that internal forces acting across the element interface between partitions integrated with dif-
ferent timesteps, only effect the nodes on which they act, within one minor timestep. This is shown to
exclude the practical use of an implicit version of a partial velocity subcycling algorithm.
The statistical stability of the algorithm is not considered a major problem, as with use of adaptive
timestepping, the unlikely event of an inaccurate or unstable choice of timestep can be detected, and the
timestep adjusted to maintain accuracy. An appropriate approach to adapting the timestep size of the
central difference method is presented by Noels [15,16].
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2. Subcycling the central difference method
2.1. The partial velocity algorithm
Consider first an element partition into two sets of elements, S elements with the minor timestep Dt and L
elements with major timestep nDt. The subcycle states will be numbered starting from zero at the start of the
major cycle. A new mid-step partial velocity vLn=2 is first found for the L partition from the resultant internal
force on L elements FLINT and external forces on L element nodes F
L
EXT, treating the element interface be-
tween timestep regions as a free edge, and from forces FI acting across the timestep interface. Vectors with
the superscript L can be thought of as being of dimension matching the total number of degrees of freedom,
but containing zero entries for nodes in the S partition that are not on the time step interface. Similarly the
superscript S refers to all small timestep nodes, including those on the timestep interface, which are both S
and L nodes. M refers to the total mass at all nodes, including contributions from S and L elements.
aL0 ¼ M1ðFLEXT 0  FLINT 0 þ FI0Þ: ð1Þ
In a typical cycle the previous mid-step value vLn=2 is available, so
vLn=2 ¼ vLn=2 þ aL0nDt: ð2Þ
The S partition can now be updated, for i ¼ 0, n 1:
aSi ¼ M1ðFSEXT i  FSINT i  FIi Þ; ð3Þ
vSiþ1=2 ¼ vSi1=2 þ aSi Dt: ð4Þ
For interface nodes, the partial velocities can now be added to update the displacements over the minor
cycle. In doing this, we assume for all i that FIi ¼ FI0. That is, internal forces acting across the element
interface between S and L elements cancel. External forces at timestep interface nodes are associated with
the minor timestep partition S. Hence
uiþ1 ¼ ui þ ðvSiþ1=2 þ vLn=2ÞDt; ð5Þ
where the partial velocities are found by evaluating the partial accelerations in (1) and (3) ignoring the FI
terms. Nodes not on the timestep interface are updated using the central difference method in the normal
manner.
Considered in a multi-timestep context, a computational form of the algorithm can be devised that does
not actually compute and store partial accelerations or velocities. At the beginning of a master timestep, all
elements and nodes are set to be at the time of the clock. The clock is then advanced through the smallest
timestep in use. For any element behind the clock on a particular subcycle (all of them on this first sub-
cycle), the impulse of internal forces on the element is found using its own element timestep Dte. These
impulses are assembled at the nodes to predict changes in the velocities to be used to update displacements.
That is, considering node k of element l, with nodal timestep Dtk, being the minimum of the timesteps of
elements meeting at that node, the velocity used to update displacements is modified as:
vk ¼ vk þ Dvkl ¼ vk þM1fFEXT kDtk  RFINT klDte lg; ð6Þ
by summing over all elements currently being updated. Note that external forces are now associated with
the nodal timestep Dtk, which is that used to update displacements at the node. This is equivalent to finding
a separate partial acceleration describing the influence of external loading every Dtk. Eq. (6) is relatively
easy to code into an existing transient dynamics package. In essence, impulses are assembled to predict
velocity changes, rather than forces being assembled to predict accelerations. In general, in an algorithm
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where temporal adaptivity is present as well as subcycling, the element timestep Dte can be split into old and
new values: i.e. ðDte OLD þ DteNEWÞ=2. Such a change can be made at the start of any major cycle. In this
clock-driven implementation, in which any elements with times behind the clock are updated, the element
timestep Dte l need not be an integer multiple of the nodal timestep Dtk.
A further refinement of this approach is needed if rotational degrees of freedom associated with mo-
ments of inertia are present. Impulses due to gyroscopic inertia terms can be included. For instance the
angular velocity about the x axis, which is a principal axis of inertia in the nodal system at a node k, can be
updated as
xk x ¼ xk x þ 1=IxxðMEXT k xDtk  RMINT k xDte  ðIyy  IzzÞxk yxk zDtkÞ: ð7Þ
A cautious approach to assigning timesteps to elements and nodes adopted here is the following. First
element timesteps are estimated, then:
(a) the timestep at each node is made the minimum of the timesteps used at attached elements;
(b) the timestep of each element is made the minimum of its nodal timesteps;
(c) the nodal timesteps are reassigned to be the minimum of timesteps used at attached elements.
This procedure has the effect of making an increase in element timestep lag spatially an increase in ele-
ment size, enhancing stability.
2.2. Stability analysis
The above algorithm has statistical stability properties similar to those of the Belytschko et al. algorithm
discussed in Ref. [3]. Consider a linear elastic homogeneous dual timestep case, so FSINT ¼ KSu, FLINT ¼ KLu
(neglecting internal forces acting across the timestep interface which cancell) and FEXT ¼ 0. Write
M1KSDt2 as A and M1KL (nDtÞ2 as B. The first minor cycle involves an update of both small and large
timestep partitions. Eliminating the velocities, and dropping the use of bold font, (1)–(5) can be written as
u1
u0
 
¼ 2I  A ð1=nÞB I
I 0
 
u0
u1
 
: ð8Þ
Subsequent subcycles, involving updates of the small timestep partition only, can be written as
uiþ1
ui
 
¼ 2I  A I
I 0
 
ui
ui1
 
: ð9Þ
The resultant amplification matrix can hence be found for any number of subcycles. In the case of a non-
integer timestep ratio, an update of the L partition only can occur. This is described by replacing 2I  A in
(9) with 2I  ð1=nÞB, where the timestep ratio n is not an integer.
Consider a model problem consisting of a single interface degree of freedom. The first update is a
function of Aþ ð1=nÞB ¼ ðxnsDtÞ2 þ nðxnlDtÞ2 ¼ X2SL, where xns and xnl are the natural frequencies of the S
and L element partitions, with the interface free. Subsequent subcycle updates depend on a Courant number
XS ¼ xnsDt. For instance, in the two subcycle case, the eigenvalues of the major cycle amplification matrix
found by combining (8) and (9) are given by
k ¼ ð1 X2S  X2SL þ X2SX2SL=2Þ  1=2ððX2SL  2ÞðX2S  2ÞðX2SX2SL  2ðX2S þ X2SLÞÞÞ1=2; ð10Þ
k becomes of magnitude greater than one in the timestep range between XSL ¼ p2 and XS ¼ p2, causing
instability below the expected limits of X ¼ 2. This is similar to the behaviour of the Belytschko et al.
algorithm reported in Ref. [3]. In the multi degree of freedom two-subcycle case, a Courant number
XSL ¼ p2, which corresponds to the natural frequency xSL associated with the highest mode of the modified
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eigenvalue problem in (11) below, gives the lowest timestep at which instability can occur, with a single
timestep interface.
ðKS þ nKLÞu ¼ x2SLMu: ð11Þ
The factor n on KL can be regarded as arising from the fact that the large timestep partition is effectively
accelerated to its new velocity in one subcycle, rather than taking a major cycle.
The stability limit can be demonstrated by multiplying together the amplification matrices in (8) and (9)
to give
u2
u1
 
¼ ð2I  AÞð2I  ðAþ ð1=nÞBÞÞ  I ð2I  AÞ
2I  ðAþ ð1=nÞBÞ I
 
u0
u1
 
: ð12Þ
The displacements u are regarded as linear combinations of the modes of Eq. (11) so that ½Aþ
ð1=nÞBu0 ¼ x2SLDt2u0 with u0 being one such mode. Let x2SLDt2 be a maximum of 2 corresponding the u0
being the highest mode of Eq. (11), then (12) becomes
u2
u1
 
¼ I ð2I  AÞ
0 I
 
u0
u1
 
: ð13Þ
The amplification matrix in Eq. (13) clearly has an eigenvalue k ¼ 1, which corresponds to Dt ¼ p2=xSL.
This real value indicates the onset of instability, as it does in the parent algorithm. The same condition can
be achieved in (12) when A ¼ 2I corresponding to a timestep Dt ¼ 2=xS associated with the highest S
partition natural frequency, but this is a slightly larger timestep due to the lack of the ð1=nÞB term in (13),
corresponding to the nKL term present in (11).
As the problem size increases, regions of instability are still functions of the Courant numbers XS and XSL
(¼ xSLDt) which become very similar for the higher modes. With many degrees of freedom present, the
highest modes of the S partition involve localized motion of a few degrees of freedom, and are not greatly
affected by the additional interaction with the L partition in (11). Hence the instability ranges that occur
correspond to very narrow ranges of timesteps, and can be avoided with a small change in timestep. The
same effect occurs with increasing numbers of subcycles. For instance, the stability of the single degree of
freedom spring/mass system of Fig. 1(a) with 10 subcycles is plotted on XS, XL axes in Fig. 2, where XL is
xnlnDt. Narrow timestep ranges are unstable, associated with particular XS values, unstable states being
plotted as a value of one and stable states as zero. The equivalent plot for the Belytschko et al. nodal
interface algorithm applied to the two degree of freedom model problem of Fig. 1(b) is also shown, and can
be seen to have broader unstable timestep ranges. The instabilities arise from the non-linearity of switching
between an update involving the dynamic response of the whole model, and updates involving only the
dynamics of the small timestep partition, causing the stiffness of the large timestep partition nKL to appear
and disappear.
Where more than two timestep sizes are used, the above serves as a guide, but in the absence of energy
dissipation in a model, narrow ranges of unstable timesteps can occur at lower timesteps. Consider using
timesteps in the ratios 1:2:4. Three different structural eigenvalue problems characterize the updates oc-
curing.
For the first update of a major cycle (all elements updated): (K1 þ 2K2 þ 4K3Þu ¼ x21Mu. For the second
or fourth update (partition 1 only): K1u ¼ x22Mu. For the third update (partitions 1 and 2): (K1þ
2K2Þu ¼ x23Mu.
An amplification matrix describing a major cycle can be written by multiplying together amplification
matrices like those in Eqs. (8) and (9), that is
u4
u3
 
¼ 2I  A2 I
I 0
 
2I  A3 I
I 0
 
2I  A2 I
I 0
 
2I  A1 I
I 0
 
u0
u1
 
; ð14Þ
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where A1 ¼ M1ðK1 þ 2K2 þ 4K3Þ, A2 ¼ M1K1 and A3 ¼ M1ðK1 þ 2K2). A simple example studied is that
of Fig. 1(c), a three degree of freedom system, consisting of three rod elements, each with its own timestep,
in ratios of 2. The rods have the same properties, but different lengths. With the factor on increase in el-
ement length, f , set to 2, each element has the same maximum Courant number X ¼ xnMAXDte, the
maximum natural frequency of the element, xnMAX being found with its connections free. Suppose single
element estimates of the limits on the timesteps are made, so that the estimated X is
p
2 in each partition.
The maximum timestep estimated for element 1 is that giving X1 ¼ 1, where, using the symbols on the
discrete system interpretation of the system in Fig. 1(c), X21 ¼ ðk=mÞDt2. With the left-most node fixed,
the first instability occurs above this estimated limit. However, with the left-most node free, numerical
eigenvalue analysis of an amplification matrix for a major cycle reveals there is a very narrow range of
unstable timesteps from X1 ¼ 0:65045 to 0.65051. This corresponds to bifurcation of a pair of complex
conjugate eigenvalues of the amplification matrix to give real values, although instability can also occur due
a complex eigenvalue of modulus exceeding one. The larger real eigenvalue of the amplification matrix is
)1.0002 at this X, causing relatively slow growth of a spurious oscillation in the solution under appropriate
initial conditions, which would be easily damped out if energy dissipation were present in the model. If a
more cautious assignment of timesteps is made, according to the rules given above, so the timestep increase
lags the increase in element size by one element, a more stable situation results, in that the unstable timestep
ranges become extremely narrow, and hard to detect. This is illustrated by the five degree of freedom model
Fig. 1. One-dimensional model problems used to study comparisons between algorithms.
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integrated with three timesteps of Fig. 1(d). With f ¼ 2, unstable timesteps were first detected numerically
by solving for the eigenvalues of a major cycle amplification matrix, at X1 ¼ 1:2014, above the estimate of
1. This does not mean that lower unstable timesteps do not exist, but a finer timestep increment is required
to detect them than the increment in X1 of 0.0001 used. If the parameter f is varied, using the model of
Fig. 1(d), this narrowing of unstable timestep ranges as f is increased can be demonstrated. Table 1 shows
the changes with f in the size of one of the ranges of unstable timesteps that occur.
If another timestep size is added, giving the four timestep model of Fig. 1(e), where each element has its
own timestep, instability occurs at still lower timesteps, the first unstable range of X1 detected being
0.55413–0.55415. However, with the more cautious assignment of timesteps in Fig. 1(f), instability is hard
to detect until X1 ¼ 1:2, again above the single element estimate, and similar to the value expected from the
highest natural frequency of the small timestep partition, xS .
Despite the fact that instability becomes unlikely in a realistic model, and can be avoided by adaptive
timestepping, it is desirable to make it even more unlikely by grading of timestep changes and cautious
Fig. 1 (continued)
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allocation of timesteps, and by having some dissipation of high frequencies present, to prevent these in-
stabilities. This could be done by applying partial velocity subcycling to the ‘‘self-starting’’ algorithm of
Tamma and DCosta [4]. In this algorithm, new velocities are first found and then dissipation is introduced
when displacements are updated, by making the update using a weighting vc of velocities at the start and
end of the current timestep i
vc ¼ cviþ1 þ ð1 cÞvi where c P 0:5:
To generalise the algorithm, it is appropriate to use velocities vc when computing partial velocities to be
added at a timestep interface node. The result is statistically stable with c ¼ 0:5, and similar to a subcycled
central difference method. The c parameter enables dissipation to be introduced by making c > 0:5. The
weakness of this approach is that too much dissipation occurs at lower frequencies. An effective means of
adding dissipation only of the highest frequencies is to subcycle the explicit generalised alpha method as
discussed in Section 3.
2.3. A cautious approach to assigning timestep sizes
Consider a partitioning where any two nodes of one element may only differ in their timesteps by a factor
of 2. For n timestep regions, the eigenvalue problem describing the effective structural problem on the first
subcycle when the whole model is updated is
Table 1
Narrowing of an unstable timestep range for the problem of Fig. 1(b) with increasing length ratio f
Length ratio f Unstable range of X21 ¼ ðk=mÞDt2 (i.e. DX21Þ
1 9 105
1.13 7 105
1.26 6 105
1.3 5 105
1.5 3 105
2 2 105
Fig. 2. Unstable timestep ranges for the partial velocity algorithm applied to the model problem of Fig. 1(a) and the Beytschko et al.
algorithm applied to the model problem of Fig. 1(b), using 10 subcycles, 0 ¼ stable, 1 ¼ unstable. (a) Partial velocity extension of the
central diference algorithm and (b) Belytschko et al. algorithm.
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ðK1 þ 2K2 þ 4K3 þ    þ 2nKnÞu ¼ x2Mu: ð15Þ
Here Ki is the stiffness matrix of element partition i with timestep interfaces free. We wish to estimate xMAX
of this problem to set the smallest timestep, to minimize the chance of any statistical stability problems.
Typically, with timesteps assigned using the rules above, a single element estimate xEST of the largest
natural frequency of partition 1 is a good estimate of xMAX. Hence to be cautious, we could set xMAX equal
to
p
2EST, so that half the local estimated stability limit of the central difference method is used locally. This
setting helps maintain accuracy. An adaptive timestepping scheme, like that of Noels [15] could refine this
estimate, if necessary.
2.4. Accuracy of partial velocity subcycling of the central difference method
Comparison of the accuracy of the algorithm of Eqs. (1)–(5) with that of the Beltytschko et al. algorithm
cannot be done precisely, as a nodal interface is being compared to an element interface. A comparison of
the convergence of the algorithms on one of the simplest possible dynamic systems that can be represented
by both algorithms is shown in Fig. 3. The three mass system of Fig. 1(g) is subcycled using four subcycles
and the nodal or element partitions marked on the figure. Convergence of the subcycled solution to the
small timestep solution is shown, using an L2 norm of the difference in displacement vectors, evaluated over
1000 major cycles. If two small timestep masses are used with the Belytschko et al. algorithm it is a little
more accurate than the partial velocity method which uses both timesteps at the centre mass. However, if
two large timestep masses are used with the Belytschko, Yen, Mullen algorithm, then the partial velocity
solution is significantly more accurate. Note both methods show noise in the convergence at large timesteps,
reflecting the statistical stability of the algorithms. If a cautious approach to an element partition is used
(i.e. S,S,S/L––both timesteps used at the third node), then the accuracy is a little better than that of the
(S,S,L) nodal partition, and the convergence graph is smooth at large timesteps, due to unstable timestep
ranges becoming too narrow to appear on the plot.
The summation over subcycle states involved in updating the displacement of nodes on the timestep
interface ensures a momentum balance on the timestep interface, as expressed in (6). This means that rigid
body motion is captured correctly, even in the two mass free–free system of Fig. 1(h). By contrast, the
Fig. 3. Convergence of the subcycled solution to the small timestep solution, on the three mass problem of Fig. 1(g), using the central
difference method. (S,S/L,L) and (S,S,S/L) partial velocity partitions. (S,S,L) Belytschko et al. nodal partition––two small timestep
nodes. (S,L,L) Belytschko et al. approach––one small timestep node.
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Belytschko et al. algorithm applied to this problem, given an initial velocity as shown, can lead to a rigid
body component of motion in the wrong direction. This is due to the major timestep update only sampling
the small timestep state once per major cycle. That is, the small timestep mass can bounce off the large
timestep mass without it noticing the impact. It should be noted that this problem can be avoided simply by
making the nodal timesteps to be used in this nodal partition, the minimum timestep of those estimated for
elements at a node. Hence if the two-mass problem is thought of as a linear rod element with a lumped mass
attached, subcycling would not be permitted under this rule. However, larger problems can also show error
due to lack of momentum conservation at a timestep interface. An example is the row of triangular ele-
ments loaded in plane by an initial velocity on one end as shown in Fig. 4(a). The material is elasto-plastic
with the properties shown, which leads to yielding at a stress well below that of an elastic stress wave with
the initial velocity applied. The minor timestep is half the critical timestep, and four subcycles are used, with
the timestep interface at the change in mesh refinement. Using the partial velocity method, the subcycled
displacement of the loaded end, superimposes on the small timestep solution. However the Belytschko et al.
algorithm significantly underestimates the response, as can be seen on Fig. 5. Even with a purely elastic
response, the partial velocity algorithm gives a significant improvement in accuracy when tested on this
problem. If the timestep interface is shifted by one element into the more coarsely meshed region, as re-
Fig. 5. Response at the right end of the mesh of Fig. 4 to an initial velocity: (A) small timestep solution, (B) solution subcycled using
the partial velocity method and (C) solution subcycled using the Belytschko et al. algorithm.
Fig. 4. Plane stress mesh in tension due to an initial velocity––linear triangles used.
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quired by the rules for allocating timesteps given above, then the difference between algorithms is much less
dramatic.
Good results can be obtained with the present algorithm on elastic problems, especially if flexural re-
sponse, dominated by low frequencies is involved. These results are academic as modal analysis would
probably be used in such cases rather than explicit integration (unless other non-linearities such as contact-
separation are involved). It is of more interest to test how well the algorithm captures plastic deformation.
A realistic trial problem using triangular shell elements is shown in Fig. 6. The pipe is given an initial
velocity at A of 10 m s1 radially inward, causing a stress wave of 390 MPa in the small cylinder, just below
the yield strength of 400 MPa, and causing plastic deformation in the large cylinder. A subcycled solution is
an effective option, due to the range of element sizes present. Element timesteps are assigned based on single
element estimates of stability, in the ratios 1:2:4:8:16, the smallest being 0.48 of the local critical timestep.
The response over 1008 minor cycles of the radial displacement at A is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen to be
quite similar to the small timestep solution.
Fig. 7. Radial motion of the pipe at A of Fig. 6: (A) not subcycled––central difference solution and (B) subcycled––partial velocity
method with timesteps in multiples of 2.
Fig. 6. A quarter model of a cylinder with a pipe connected, using discrete Kirchoff triangles. Initial velocity applied at A.
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A trial problem using hexahedral linear solid elements is shown in Fig. 8. Faces A and B are planes
of symmetry. Faces C and D are fixed. The arrows represent initial velocities applied to the nodes
shown. Again, the material is elasto-plastic, with the properties on the figure, and the initial velocities
are high enough to cause substantial plastic deformation. Element timesteps are chosen as 0.48 the local
critical timestep and sorted into multiples of 2 as in the previous example. The accuracy achieved with
this strategy is illustrated in Fig. 9, which plots the deformation at the corner node impacted. Slight
differences in the solution are visible only towards the end of the simulation time of 706 minor
timesteps.
To develop a robust code based upon this algorithm and to ensure accuracy, an adaptive approach is
needed, based on a measure of error due to integration like that of Noels [15]. In addition, the energy of the
solution can be monitored (e.g. each major cycle) in order to monitor stability and change the timestep size
if necessary.
Fig. 9. Accuracy of the partial velocity method on the response to an initial velocity of the model of Fig. 8: (A) not subcycled––central
difference solution. (B) subcycled––partial velocity method with timesteps in multiples of 2.
Fig. 8. A trial problem using linear hexahedral solid elements.
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3. Subcycling the explicit generalized alpha method
3.1. The partial velocity algorithm
The generalized alpha method was developed for implicit time integration by Chung and Hulbert [18]
to dissipate high frequencies, which are artefacts of the discretization of a finite element model. The
method uses two alpha parameters to generalize the Newmark algorithm. The same authors extended
their approach to explicit integration in Ref. [14]. The explicit algorithm uses a single parameter a to
control high frequency dissipation, while avoiding filtering of intermediate frequencies. a can be ex-
pressed in terms of a parameter qb measuring the spectral radius at the bifurcation point, at which
maximum dissipation is obtained. The Newmark parameters b and c used to weight accelerations also
depend on qb.
a ¼ ð2qb  1Þ=ðqb þ 1Þ; ð16Þ
c ¼ 3=2 a; ð17Þ
b ¼ ð5 3qbÞ=fð1þ qbÞ2ð2 qbÞg: ð18Þ
If qb ¼ 1 then the energy conserving mid-point algorithm is obtained, with the stability limit of the central
difference method. If qb ¼ 0 then the highest frequency that can be represented is annihilated in one cycle,
the maximum timestep that can be used being that at the bifurcation point, which is ð1=p2Þ DtCRIT of the
central difference method.
The explicit generalized alpha method can be subcycled using a partial velocity approach.
The appropriate velocities to add, at timestep interface nodes, are those associated with the parameter
b of the Newmark algorithm, as these velocities are used to update displacement in the parent algorithm.
E.g. for the S partition of a two timestep case.
vSb ¼ vSi þ ðbaSiþ1 þ ð1=2 bÞaSi ÞDt: ð19Þ
Thus the displacement update for subcycle i becomes
uiþ1 ¼ ui þ ðvSb þ vLbÞDt; ð20Þ
where the velocity held constant is
vLb ¼ vL0 þ ðbaLn þ ð1=2 bÞaL0ÞnDt: ð21Þ
Partial velocities either side of the timestep interface are updated as per the Newmark algorithm e.g.
vSiþ1 ¼ vSi þ ðcaSiþ1 þ ð1 cÞaSi ÞDt: ð22Þ
The new partial acceleration aSiþ1 in a subcycle is found as
aSiþ1 ¼ fM1ðFSEXT i  FSINT iÞ  aaSi g=ð1 aÞ: ð23Þ
Similar equations apply to the L partition, although external forces at timestep interface nodes are asso-
ciated with the minor timestep side of the interface. To implement this updating in a multi-timestep context,
for cycle i we first find for each element l, impulses FINTDtl i=ð1 aÞ where Dtl i is the element timestep. Then
the new partial velocity changes aiþ1Dtl i at the nodes of each timestep interface element can be found using
(23), but modifying the external force term, as the impulse due to external forces can again be associated
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with the nodal timestep Dtk, being the minimum of the local element timesteps, as in (6). Combining (19)
and (22) velocity changes being summed over elements l being updated gives:
vbk i ¼ vbk i1 þ Rfbðaiþ1 klDtl iÞ þ ðð1=2 bÞDtl i þ ðc  bÞDtl i1Þai kl  ð1=2þ b  cÞðai1 klDtl i1Þg:
ð24Þ
If qb ¼ 1 corresponding to a ¼ 1=2, b ¼ 1=2 and c ¼ 1, then aa ¼ ðai þ aiþ1Þ=2 is used to make the update
and (24) becomes equivalent to (6), the velocity change depending only on impulse sums of internal or
external forces. Otherwise, the need to use and store two previous partial accelerations (or else store the
partial velocities and accelerations at the start of the previous timestep) is an extra burden of computation
and of memory requirements, reflecting the memory of past states needed to achieve dissipation of high
frequencies. It is possible, but extravagant, to compute and store partial accelerations of each node of every
element. A more practical option is to use a nodal data structure, storing a list of acceleration components
at each node, each list being of variable length determined from an integer index array. Hence a node
exposed to three element timesteps would have a three entry list of acceleration components in the array of
ai kl values, for each coordinate direction. A counter is also necessary to track which entries in each list of
accelerations have already been processed, as the list of active finite elements is processed to update ac-
celerations and accumulate changes to vb. Elements must be processed in a predictable order, matching that
of the stored values, such as in order of decreasing element timestep.
3.2. Stability and spectral properties of the subcycled explicit generalized alpha method
Eqs. (19)–(23) can be arranged to give the amplification matrices for the large timestep update or
subsequent subcycles given in Appendix A These describe the single interface degree of freedom model
problem of Fig. 1(a). When multiplied together to describe a major cycle, these matrices enable spectral
radius to be plotted, varying the major and minor timesteps. In estimating the spectral radius, one real
eigenvalue with magnitude 1 is ignored, as it corresponds to an eigenvector in which the partial velocities
are the only non-zero terms and they cancel each other.
An example of the dissipative properties of the subcycled generalized alpha method is shown in Fig. 10.
It applies to the particular case of a single degree of freedom problem of Fig. 1(i), the horizontal Courant
Fig. 10. Example of decay of spectral radius with increasing timestep size. Explicit generalized alpha method applied to the problem of
Fig. 1(i): (A) small timestep only. (B) large timestep only and (C) subcycled solution––partial velocity method with two subcycles.
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number axis being (natural frequency of the whole model) (minor timestep). Two subcycles and qb ¼ 0 is
used. The behaviour of the parent algorithm with small and large timesteps is shown. As the natural fre-
quency of the small timestep partition, using the full mass of the interface node, is less than that of the full
model, the stability of the subcycled solution is slightly better than that of a small timestep solution. The
energy dissipation, is similar to that of the small timestep, but less precisely controlled. This disturbance in
the smooth reduction in spectral radius designed into the parent algorithm increases as XL increases. For
the two subcycle case, this is shown in the plot of spectral radius versus XS and XL of Fig. 11. This figure
applies to a case where qb ¼ 0 in the small timestep partition, but qb ¼ 1 in the large timestep partition.
Note, in both cases, that the algorithmic energy dissipation does remove the problem of statistical stability.
To achieve this, it is more important to dissipate the high frequencies in the small timestep partition than in
the large timestep partition. Numerical experimentation indicates that the condition qb ¼ 0 is necessary in
the small timestep partition to remove all unstable timestep bands. The ridge visible in Fig. 11 does
eventually lead to instability, but only with XL > XS . From an accuracy viewpoint as well, it is best to avoid
this condition. With larger numbers of subcycles, plots like Fig. 11 show less deviation from the expected
variation of spectral radius with the small timestep. Closer examination of the eigenvalues of the ampli-
fication matrix shows that the disturbance to the reduction in spectral radius is associated with the existence
of real, negative eigenvalues––i.e. spurious damped oscillation at the highest frequency that the major
timestep can represent. The original algorithm is designed so that the real eigenvalue of the amplification
matrix k3 does not become negative, and does not exceed the complex conjugate eigenvlaues k1;2. This is not
necessarily the case with a subcycled version, using the parameters of the original algorithm. In fact, where
the qb ¼ 1 case would have become unstable, the dissipative case shows accuracy problems, due to real
eigenvalues.
Some more insight can be obtained by studying the eigenvalues of the amplification matrix for a slightly
larger problem, the three mass system of Fig. 1(j). A 12 12 amplification matrix was written, using the
unknowns listed on Fig. 1(j). The redundant variable vLb and partial acceleration unknowns were used for
convenience, leading to zero eigenvalues of the amplification matrix. The use of separate partial velocity
unknowns at the timestep interface leads to an real eigenvalue of magnitude 1, corresponding to an
eigenvector where these velocities cancell. There are typically three pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues,
corresponding to eigenvectors reflecting approximations to the three modes of vibration of the physical
system, and four real eigenvalues. The magnitude of each complex eigenvalue is plotted in Fig. 12, using
the conservative ‘‘single element’’ estimates of the stability limits in each timestep partition on Fig. 1(j).
With qb ¼ 0 in both partitions, the lowest mode is only slightly dissipated, its eigenvalue being just below
Fig. 11. Spectral radius of the single interface degree of freedom subcycled using qSb ¼ 0 and qLb ¼ 1.
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one in magnitude and consistently the highest present, indicating no stability problems with the timestep
limits in use. The other modes are dissipated more, as expected, the case of qb ¼ 0 in both partitions being
plotted in Fig. 12. If however, the timestep limits are increased, narrow ridges start to appear in these plots,
analogous to the statistical stability problem, where an eigenvalue that is real, negative, but still less than
one, occurs over a narrow range of timesteps, before unstable conditions are encountered. An example is
the plot in Fig. 13 of the minimum complex eigenvalue of the amplification matrix. This generally repre-
sents damping of the highest mode, and is plotted for the case qb ¼ 0 in the small timestep partition and
qb ¼ 0 in the large timestep partition. However, for a narrow range of the minor timestep, the complex
eigenvalue for this mode has bifurcated, becoming two real eigenvalues, and hence the search for the lowest
complex eigenvaue picks a different one. At larger timesteps than those used in Fig. 12, too high a qb (e.g.
above about 0.8) used with the major timestep, can lead to instability, when both XS and XL are large.
3.3. Accuracy of the subcycled explicit generalized alpha method
In the limit of qb ¼ 1, the present algorithm is comparable to the subcycled central difference method
discussed earlier. With energy dissipation added, it behaves on elastic and elastoplastic problems in a manner
similar to its parent algorithm. An example of the accuracy achieved on a simple problem is provided by the
Fig. 12. Damping of each mode of the problem of Fig. 1(j), measured by the complex eigenvalues of an amplification matrix. qSb ¼ 0
and qLb ¼ 0. (a) Mode 1 (lowest), (b) Mode 2 and (c) Mode 3 (highest).
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two-mass system of Fig. 1(k), using four subcycles, and timesteps close to the stability limits––a minor
timestep of 0.25 was used. The motion of the left mass due to an initial velocity is plotted on Fig. 14. With
qb ¼ 1 in both partitions, the subcycled partial velocity solution superimposes on the small timestep solution.
However, if this problem is changed to one with a mass change, rather than a stiffness change, the accuracy is
not as good. A limitation of the algorithm is revealed by the elastic/perfectly plastic one dimensional rod
model of Fig. 1(l), with a fine mesh mid-length along a rod, which is impacted on one end. A small timestep is
used for the fine mesh. The elastic subcycled solution to this problem, using DtS ¼ 1=p2DtSCRIT, with qb ¼ 0,
is a filtered version of the small timestep solution (Fig. 15). However, with an initial velocity on the left end
sufficient to cause all rod elements to yield, there is an early reflection visible on Fig. 16. This error disappears
if the large timestep elements are integrated using a qb ¼ 1 setting at their nodes. This setting seems
appropriate, as the coarser mesh in the large timestep partition already filters high frequencies.
Fig. 14. Alternative approaches to subcycling the explicit generalized alpha method compared on the model problem of Fig. 1(k).
(A) small timestep only, (B) partial velocity method and (C) large timestep only. (a) qb ¼ 1 case and (b) qb ¼ 0 case.
Fig. 13. Damping of mode 3 of the problem of Fig. 1(j), with qSb ¼ 0 and qLb ¼ 0.
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4. Implicit subcycling
The case for implicit subcycling is not as strong as that for explicit integration, as there is not a problem
with stability limits, except for the effects of non-linearities. A subcycled solution could however give extra
local detail of a response in which there is genuine spatial localization of deformation. Low frequencies
cannot be captured any better than with use of the major timestep only, as thinking elastically, low fre-
quency modes will typically involve motion of the whole model, including the large timestep nodes. Hence,
a smaller timestep is of use only to enhance the frequency response locally. Any partial velocity implicit
method suffers from the basic flaw that the internal forces acting across the timestep interface that are
neglected in a partial velocity formulation can cause error at large timesteps. In an explicit case, these
neglected forces only have time to affect the motion of their own interface nodes. Hence if the impulses due
to such forces can be assumed to cancell over a major cycle, the resulting total velocities of such nodes are
Fig. 15. The partial velocity extension of the explicit generalized alpha method applied to the mesh of linear rod elements of Fig. 1(l).
Elastic solution using qb ¼ 0. (A) small timestep only and (B) four subcycles.
Fig. 16. The partial velocity extension of the explicit generalized alpha method applied to the mesh of linear rod elements of Fig. 1(l).
Elastic/perfectly–plastic solution using qb ¼ 0 in both partitions. (A) small timestep only and (B) four subcycles.
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correctly updated by Eq. (6). In an implicit case, however, using larger timesteps, neglected internal forces
acting across a timestep interface can have effects on other nodes remote from the timestep interface. These
effects are not corrected, and lead to incorrect prediction of the static component of a response at timesteps
above explicit stability limits: for instance, the wrong late-time level of response to a step load.
5. Conclusions
Subcycling explicit integration of structural dynamics problems can be done by summing partial ve-
locities on an element interface. When applied to the central difference method, this approach shows im-
provements in accuracy and stability over the nodal interface with linear interpolation of large timestep
displacements, which is used in the Belytschko et al. algorithm. The partial velocity algorithm is attractive
as it is elegant. It can be coded simply by computing sums of impulses due to internal forces, using local
element timesteps, and sums of impulses due to external forces, using nodal timesteps. The stability is still
statistical in nature, due to the nonlinearity of effectively switching the large timestep partition on and off
introducing higher frequencies into the solution. However, by allocating timesteps cautiously in local ratios
of two, stability problems can be minimized. Timestep adaptivity can be used to detect and avoid stability
problems, and more work is planned on this. Introducing high frequency energy dissipation, by replacing
the central difference method with the explicit generalized alpha method, can remove the statistical stability
problem, but makes the algorithm less elegant to code. As well, such a dissipative algorithm still has a
statistical chance of inaccuracy, due to spurious, damped high frequency oscillations. An alternative is to
make the timestep interface itself dissipative, in the manner of Gravouil. This is difficult to do without
introducing more dissipation of intermediate frequencies than that of the generalized alpha method. Ex-
tension to implicit integration of the partial velocity approach is prevented by the implication that when
summing partial velocities, the effects of internal forces acting across the element interface between timestep
regions are adequately cancelled. This assumption is only appropriate in an explicit case.
This approach to subcycling seems well suited to particle dynamics problems, where it is important to
capture the duration of contact with sufficient accuracy. In this case an ‘‘element’’ is a particular interaction
between particles. The element interface of the present algorithm is more appropriate than a nodal interface
for this class of problem.
Appendix A
To describe a large timestep update of the single interface degree of freedom model problem, using the
explicit generalized alpha method, the following matrix equation of the form Ay ¼ Bx can be written as
y ¼ A1Bx. XL ¼ nDtpðkL=mÞ. the old partial acceleration and partial velocity are retained to form vb in
subcycle updates.
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 cL 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
u0
vS0Dt
aS0Dt
vLnnDt
aLnn
2Dt2
vL0nDt
aL0n
2Dt2
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
¼
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 cL 0 0
 X
L2
1 aL 0 0 0 
aL
1 aL 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2
6666666666664
3
7777777777775
u0
vS0Dt
aS0Dt
2
vL0nDt
aL0n
2Dt2
vL0nDt
aL0n
2Dt2
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
:
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A small timestep update can be described as follows, using XS ¼ DtpðkS=mÞ.
1 0 bS 0 
bL
n
0 0
0 1 cS 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2
666666666664
3
777777777775
uiþ1
vSiþ1Dt
aSiþ1Dt
2
vLnnDt
a1nn
2Dt2
vL0nDt
aL0n
2Dt2
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
¼
1 1
1
2
 bS 0 0
1
n
1
2
 bL
n
0 1 1 cS 0 0 0 0
 X
S2
1 aS 0 
aS
1 aS 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2
666666666666664
3
777777777777775
ui
vSi Dt
aSi Dt
2
vLnnDt
aLnn
2Dt2
vL0nDt
aL0n
2Dt2
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
When these matrices are multiplied together to describe a major cycle, the last two rows and columns can be
discarded. The use of separate partial velocities above leads to a redundant mode with a unit eigenvalue, in
which mode the partial velocities cancell.
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